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Introduction

An increasing number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are realising 
the importance of intellectual property (IP) as a key economic asset in their 
overall business activity. Strong IP and a robust IP strategy can enable a company, 
of any size, to survive economic downturns as well as to grow sustainably during 
the  boom period. 

All companies own intangible assets. However, sometimes they may not recognise 
their own IP and especially the potential value of it for various reasons. For 
instance, they might not be trained to do so. This simple ‘self-audit kit’ aims 
to make European SMEs aware of the IP they already hold and how it can be 
economically advantageous for them. Intangible assets can and should be 
protected since they contribute to increased productivity, build an image of a 
company, give it a competitive edge and influence the valuation of an enterprise.

1. What is an IP Audit?

An IP audit is a business management tool that employs a systematic review 
of all of the intellectual property owned by a company in order to capture and 
analyse information, to manage risks, to assess opportunities and to correct the 
defects in the management of that company’s IP. 

An IP audit concerns not only the IP assets themselves, but also the IP related 
agreements, procedures and policies. To this end, IP can be managed as any other 
tangible business asset such as inventory, equipment or real estate.

A good IP strategy  should always start with a well-planed IP audit to determine 
what IP assets a company has, with a focus on asset's identification and risk 
identification and mitigation.

What is an IP Audit?

Establishing the Goals of your IP Audit

Identification of your Intellectual Property

Classification of Intellectual Property 
Rights

Identification of Documentation Relating 
to Intellectual Property  

Assessment of IP Ownership

IP Analysis and Valuation

Evaluating Audit Results and Preparing 
your IP Management Strategy

Case Study

Take-away Message

Related Links and Additional Information
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2. Establishing the Goals of your IP Audit

The usual objectives of an IP audit are to identify the relevant 
intellectual property, to establish the ownership of all IP assets 
and to put in place adequate procedures to manage and to protect 
those assets. The approach shall always be forward-looking and 
focused on opportunities for value creation. 

First, it is helpful to understand why you are conducting an IP 
audit. Some potential reasons include:
• General verification or due diligence;
• Due diligence before a joint-venture or merger;
• For licencing purposes;
• In contemplation of litigation; and
• Personnel turnover.

Identifying the purpose of the IP audit will help you to determine 
the audit's scope, whether broad or narrow.
• Broad – Overall review of IP inventory, procedures and policy;
• Narrow – Focused on a specific asset for purposes of sale,

purchase or licence.

It is advisable to develop a customised check-list for your IP 
strategy once the purpose of conducting the internal IP audit has 
been determined. 

3. Identification of your Intellectual Property

It is important to make an inventory to identify all potential 
intangible assets. The  audit initially involves the identification of 
all types of IP owned by a company, starting with the registered 
rights, such as trade marks, patents, copyrights (in certain 
countries), designs, internet domain names, which can then all 
be listed by country or by ownership. The audit should then also 
identify the un-registrable forms of IP used in the company, such 
as know-how and trade secrets.

Your IP assets can include, but may not be limited to, some of the 
following:

> Know-how and resources
• Vendor and suppliers information
• Customers lists and price points
• Business and production methods and know-how
• Inventions
• Machines and manufacturing information
• Operation and design manuals
• Ideas and plans
• Technology Information
• Formulas and calculations
• R&D information and reports
• Sales and marketing information, reports, forecasts and plans
• Financial information, documents, budgets and forecasts
• Domain names
• In-house databases
• Software developed in-house
• Licences and franchises
• Product certificates
• Prototypes
• Laboratory notebooks

> Intellectual Property Rights
• Patents
• Trade marks
• Designs
• Copyrights
• Internet Domain Names
• Trade secrets

4. Classification of Intellectual Property Rights

The IP assets belonging to your company can be protected if they 
fit under any one of the following categories: trade marks, designs, 
copyright, patents and confidential information or ‘trade secrets’. 

(i) Trade Marks
Correct use of your trade marks can make your business grow.
Trade marks help the public identifying your products and services.
Over time, customers will make purchasing decisions based on
your trade marks as they reflect the quality and reliability of your
products or services. Trade marks should therefore be carefully
protected and managed, as they are a valuable business asset.

What are Trade Marks?
Generally speaking, a trade mark is a sign which serves to 
distinguish the goods and/or services of your undertaking from 
others on the market, and over which you have an exclusive right. 
Many companies have numerous trade marks but all businesses 
would have at least one trade mark which may be the same 
as their business name. Trade marks can be a combination of 
symbols, words, shapes and colours, and in some jurisdictions 
even sound and smell.

You should always identify your trade mark on your goods and 
related materials. If your mark has been registered in all the 
countries in which it is used, you should use the symbol ® next to 
your trade mark. If it has not yet been registered, you should use 
the symbol ™ beside your trade mark. 

Below are some questions which should help you with auditing 
your own trade mark portfolio:
□ Does your business use more than one trade mark? In this 

regard, you may have a primary trade mark but you also use 
other trade marks. 

□ Are you using your trade marks on different products and 
services than when you first started your business?
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□ Have you applied to register your trade marks in all of the 
countries in which you are currently doing business or have 
an intention of doing business in the near future?

□ Are the names of the registered proprietors of your trade 
marks correct? 

□ Are all of your trade marks in use? A trademark registration 
may be revoked due to non-use.

□ When are your trade marks due to be renewed? In most 
jurisdictions Trade marks are generally valid for 10 years and 
have to be renewed at the end of the period for continued 
protection.

It is also important to consider registering internet domain 
names corresponding to your key trade marks. The registration 
requirements for South-East Asian domain names vary from being 
unrestricted to all users as in Laos, Vietnam and the Philippines, to 
requiring special conditions such as a local presence, as is the case 
in Malaysia, Singapore and Cambodia, or even to requiring locally 
registered trade marks as in Thailand.

For more information on domain name protection in Sout-East Asia, check 

out our South-East Asia IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Protection of Online 
IPR in South-East Asia, which is available to download from our website 

- http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/protection-online-

ipr-south-east-asia-updated-2016 - and our e-learning module (ELM) on 

Protecting your Domain Name in South-East Asia, available to access at 

http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/node/535

For more information on trade mark protection in South-East Asia, check 

out our South-East Asia  IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Trade Mark 
Protection in South-East Asia, which is available to download from our 

website - http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/south-east-

asia-ipr-sme-helpdesk-guide-trade-mark-protection-south-east-asia-

countries

 
(ii)  Copyrights
Copyright is relevant to  many business across all sectors. 
Businesses in all industries should take appropriate steps to 
identify existing copyrights and consider registering the most 
important ones wherever the option is available.

What is Copyright?
Copyrights protect intellectual creations expressed in an original 
form and which are as a result of a creative effort on the part 
of the author. Copyright protects original works of authorship 
including literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works, such as 
poetry, novels, movies, songs, computer software, and architecture.
All your advertising materials and promotional literature can 
be protected by copyright. Copyright also extends to databases, 
instruction manuals, computer software source codes, drawings 
and photographs. However, it should be noted that copyright 
protects only the tangible expression of an idea, not the idea 
itself. Types of creations which do not meet the requirements for 
copyright protection include mathematical theories, algorithms, 
feelings, procedures, thoughts, or methods of operation. 

Registration of Copyright
Copyright is an automatic right that subsists from the moment a 
work is created, meaning that some rights may exist automatically 
without the need to register them formally. However, in most 
ASEAN countries, except Singapore and Brunei, it is possible and 

advisable to register a copyright since the proof of ownership you 
obtain by doing so may save you time and money later on in the 
event of a legal dispute.

It is also advisable to display the copyright on all applicable works, 
as indicated below: 
“© [your company name][year the work was created]”.

Ownership of Copyright
When conducting an audit you should confirm the ownership of all 
copyrighted work. Copyright is generally owned by the person who 
created the works of expression. There are however, some special 
exceptions:
•	 If the work is created by an employee in the course of his or 

her employment, the employer owns the copyright, except in 
Indonesia.

•	 In relation to certain types of commissioned work, the person 
commissioning the work shall be entitled to any copyright 
subsisting in the work.

In most countries in South-East Asia, the special exceptions 
mentioned above can be excluded or modified by the parties 
by agreements. In such a situation, you should ensure that you 
have the relevant clauses in your employment contracts with the 
employee to confirm the ownership of the work. 

For more information on copyright protection in South-East Asia check 

out our South-East IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Copyright Protection in 
South-East Asia, which is available to download from our website –http://

www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/guide-copyright-protection-

south-east-asia

(iii)  Industrial Designs
Manufactured product designs can be as important as other IP 
types in distinguishing your products in the market. You may in, 
appropriate cases (see below) register the design of the shape of 
your products before they are sold or marketed to prevent third 
parties from copying their appearance.

What is a Design?
A design is the ornamental or aesthetic aspect of an article - it 
refers to the features of shape, configuration, pattern or ornament 
applied to an article by an industrial process. You will obtain an 
exclusive right to use the design by registering it. 

In general, here are two key criteria for a design to qualify for 
registration:

 The Design must be new: It must (1) not be similar to any 
other design that has been register or published anywhere; (2) 
differ from ‘generic’ functional product designs found in the 
trade; and, (3) not have been previously publicly displayed. 

 The Design must be industrially applicable – for example, via 
a mass production process.
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Ownership Rights
The general rule is that the owner of a design is the person who 
created the design, and he or she is the one entitled to apply for 
the registration of it it, except where a design is created (i) by an 
employee in the course of employment, or (ii) under commission; 
in which cases it shall be owned by the employer or commissioning 
party, unless there is an agreement stating otherwise. The 
registration can then be renewed up to a maximum number of 
years which can vary in each country.

(iv) Patents
Products or processes offering new technical solutions or providing 
new ways of doing something may be ‘patentable’. Once a patent 
is granted in your specific South-East Asian country of interest, no 
other party can manufacture or sell any product which utilises the 
patented invention in that country. 

What are Patents?
The grant of a patent gives  its owner an exclusive right to make, 
use, import or sell a product, or an exclusive right to use a process, 
which is the subject of the patent. Full disclosure of the invention 
is to be provided in the patent documents so that the invention 
can be utilised by “a person skilled in the art”. In exchange for such 
disclosure, the patentee secures a monopoly right to exploit the 
patent for a certain period of time.

Criteria for Registration
For an invention to be patentable, it must meet the following 
requirements:
•	 It must be new – “novel” - an invention shall be considered 

new if it does not form part of the current state of art. The 
current state of art shall be taken to comprise all matter 
which, at the time of the invention, has been made available 
to the public whether in the specific country or elsewhere, by 
written or oral description, by use or by any other way;

•	 it must involve an inventive step – “not obvious” - to a person 
skilled in the art, and;

•	 it must be capable of being industrially applied (i.e. mass 
produced).

It is critical to ensure that there is no disclosure of details of an 
invention, except under strict condition of confidentiality, before 
a patent application is filed. Where disclosure is inevitable, for 
example to a potential investor who would finance the filing 
of patent applications, a lawyer should be engaged to prepare 
an appropriate non-disclosure agreement (NDA) and advise on 
steps that should be taken to safeguard the invention before any 
disclosure is made. 

Patent Protection in Various Countries
Patent rights are territorial meaning that a local patent would 
grant rights only in that jurisdiction and have no impact on 
activities in other countries. It is usually not enough to secure 
a patent in only one country. In most cases, after a patent 
application is filed in the home country, a corresponding 
applications would also be filed in other countries claiming the 
date of the first application in the home country, known as “a 
priority date claim”. 

Utility Models
In South-East Asia, utility models (also known as petty patents, 
utility innovations or utility solution patents) are  available in 
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand 
and Vietnam.  A utility model is similar to a patent but is typically 
less stringent in its requirements and offers a shorter term of 
protection. Utility model applications do not generally require 
substantive examination and applying for a utility model is 
considered to be a  cheap and quick way to protect inventions 
or innovations that may not obtain protection under the patent 
system. As the utility model protects technical solutions with lower 
levels of inventiveness, it can be a good asset for  expanding your 
patent portfolio.

For more information on patent and utility model protection in South-East 

Asia, check out our South-East Asia  IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Patent 
Protection in South-East Asia, which is available to download from our 

website - http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/patent-

protection-south-east-asia-updated-2016

(v)  Confidential Information/Trade Secrets
Some assets that cannot be granted protection through 
registration can still be protected as trade secrets. Any confidential 
business information (for example sales methods, distribution 
methods, consumer profiles, advertising strategies, lists of 
suppliers and customers, manufacturing processes, etc.) which 
can be of considerable commercial value to businesses and which 
provides an enterprise with a competitive edge, may be considered 
a trade secret. 

Protection of trade secrets is not applied uniformly across the 
South-East Asian countries. Trade secrets can be protected by 
unfair competition laws, the provisions of labour law, criminal law, 
civil law, invention law, or IP law. In common law jurisdictions they 
can also be protected by the rules developed in case law relating 
to secret information. No matter which jurisdiction your business 
operates in, you can protect your trade secrets as long as you do 
not make the information public.

Protection of Confidential Information
You may wish to protect your confidential information in the 
following ways through use of non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) 
and proper employment clauses:

 Clearly mark confidential information as “confidential” to 
avoid disputes as to whether the information is confidential.

 Where it is unavoidable to disclose confidential information 
to third parties, for example suppliers, investors, licensees or 
sub-contractors, it is vital to put in place an NDA, which the 
third party should sign before you disclose the confidential 
information.

 Where confidential  information is disclosed during 
employment, the employment contracts should address the 
use of such confidential information and the consequences of 
unauthorized use.

For more information on trade secret protection in South-East Asia, check 

out our South-East Asia IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Trade Secrets in 
South-East Asia, which is available to download from our website - http://

www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/south-east-asia-ipr-sme-

helpdesk-guide-trade-secrets-protecting-your-trade-secret-south-east 
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Registered IP should be reviewed to determine what applicability 
it has to the company’s products and services. Patents that have 
been filed may not protect the latest products and may no longer 
be relevant. Trade marks may not be in use or might have been 
modified. In relation to the countries of interest, filings may 
not have been made in markets that were not relevant some 
years ago and recently became relevant from either sales or 
manufacturing perspective.

6.  Assessment of IP Ownership

A key goal for any IP audit is to establish the company’s ownership 
and control over the audited IP. It is important to assess who owns 
the IP assets in the company. 

For each item of IP, the company should identify the owner(s). This 
could be:
•	 The company and or its affiliates
•	 Independent contractors
•	 Employees
•	 Joint owners
•	 Co-inventors
•	 Licensors

The Company may also wish to conduct searches to assess the 
foreign ownership of IP assets, in order to determine which IP can 
be registered and protected in other markets. These could be:
•	 Searches in the trade mark, patent, design or copyright 

registries for IP filings/registrations.
•	 Searches for filings in domain name registries.

7. IP Analysis and Valuation

After consolidation of the information, you can use the results 
of the IP Audit to do an IP analysis and evaluate your IP assets.

IP Analysis – You should ask yourself if your IP assets serve the 
strategic objectives of your business and identify which of these 
IP assets are most relevant to you. Thereafter, you should be 
aware of what are the possible actions to take for maximising 
their potential, to serve you best. In doing so, you may wish to 
divide the results of the IP inventory into the following groups:
1. Essential and useful to your business. These are used on 

an ongoing basis and give  competitive advantage to your 
business.

2. IP assets of real potential, but not necessary to your 
business. These may be valuable/necessary to another 
party 

3. Assets that seem, after consideration, to have no great 
value to your company or to any other party. 

You should also consider which IP assets are worth protecting (in 
case they are not yet protected).

5. Identification of Documentation Relating to 
Intellectual Property  

Documentation relating to intellectual property generally falls into 
two categories: agreements between the company and third 
parties (e.g. licensees, employees, distributors or sub-contractors), 
and filings, registrations and documentation evidencing IP 
rights. These should be reviewed to ensure adequate and up-to-
date protection of your IP.

> Agreements between the company and third parties 
 License Agreements – review all licensing agreements 

to ensure that the company and the licensees are 
continually in compliance with the terms of licences.

 Assignment Agreements - review assignments to 
determine whether the company was granted an 
assignment from, for example, inventors or authors of a 
work.

 Employment and Sub-contractor Agreements - 
review agreements to determine provisions governing 
the transfer of IP rights from employees or sub-
contractors to the company. In addition, the agreement 
should document clauses setting restrictions on use of 
confidential information during and after the termination 
of the employment/contract.

 Joint-venture Agreements - the agreement should 
clearly delineate which party owns the intellectual 
property in the venture.

Other Agreements
 Technology Transfer Agreements
 Material Transfer Agreements
 NDAs
 Non-Competition Agreements
 Settlement or co-existence Agreements
 Royalty Agreements
 Distribution and Manufacturing Agreements

For more information on the above agreements in South-East Asia, check 

out our South-East IPR SME Helpdesk Guide to Using Contracts to 
Protect your IP in South-East Asia, which is available to download from 

our website - http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/content/using-

contracts-protect-your-intellectual-property

> Filings and registrations
 Filing details of all local and foreign IP applications.
 Registration detai ls of al l  local and foreign IP 

applications.
 Renewal details of all local and foreign IP applications.

These documents should be assembled and checked against the 
list of your companies’ IP to assess the extent of protection you 
currently have and any imminent future changes, such as rights 
expiration or renewal.
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(iii)  Continuing to manage your IP Assets
Having established an overview of your business’s IP via the 
audit, it is important to put in place procedures for the effective 
management of these assets. This could include: 
•	 Formation of an IP asset management team – Identify one 

or more resource within the staff and assign themresponsibility 
for overall management of the IP portfolio and IP development. 
They will help in identify the allocation of economic resources, 
and advise on the ways the portfolio could be developed to 
obtain overall business objectives.

•	 IP Policy Monitoring – The adequacy of IP asset management 
policies, procedures and practices should be regularly reviewed 
and improved with the assistance of the administrative staff. 
This could include, IT security for sensitive documents, non-
disclosure clauses in employee contracts, and entry/exit 
procedure for company visitors.

iv)  Risk Identification and Mitigation
Infringement of third party rights or failure to protect IP assets 
may be costly, and risk mitigation is important to avoid incurring 
of in unexpected litigation costs. An audit should review the 
systems in place to guard against IP risks. These risks need to be 
regularly analysed.

The history of company’s IP enforcement strategy should be 
reviewed to determine the effectiveness of the actions taken or 
avoided and to identify the potential weakness of its IP strategy in 
relation to the budget available or the decisions taken.

A good standard of effectiveness is to check whether the current 
IP practices and processes protect the company’s core assets, such 
as technology and brand. 

With a view to internationalise, EU SMEs should obtain the 
relevant IP protection to enable the enforcement of their 
rights internationally. Care should be taken to ensure that 
the IP protection is valid in the countries where the SMEs are 
manufacturing their products as well as in the countries where 
they propose to distribute and sell. 

As cost-saving measures, internet and e-commerce sites should 
be routinely monitored and take-down notices should be issued, 
to remove infringing content. These are relatively inexpensive 
measures enabling businesses to monitor markets globally to 
identify counterfeits and infringement without delay. 

Evaluating IP assets – The results of the IP audit form the 
basis for determining the value of your IP assets. Each and 
every IP asset is valued based upon different IP valuation 
methods, however some key factors that should be considered 
are:
 Royalties paid for similar assets. For example, the annual 

income from a currently licensed invention patent of a 
similar level of technology.

 Market recognition of the asset. For example, how popular 
products carrying this trademark are relative to the same 
good types of competing brands.

 Devaluation speed of that type of asset. For example, 
an invention patent that will expire after a fixed term, or 
product content (i.e. a trade secret) that is expected to be 
imitated by competitors, thus reducing market share.

 The cost of developing alternative IP assets to fulfil 
comparable market needs. For example, the original cost 
of brand development - indicating the price to replace it; 
similarly the original cost in time and money of developing 
production and distribution networks for a product (a trade 
secret).

8. Utilising Audit Results and Preparing your IP 
Management Strategy

(i)  Optimising your IP Assets
You should consider ways to allocate your IP in order to maximise 
income and minimise expenditures, in accordance with the 
following points:
•	 Building value in IP asset creation – in-house exploitation / 

sell or license the assets which you do not use or need / buy 
or license the IP from the others in case it is necessary to 
properly use your IP assets.

•	 Building value in existing IP assets – creating or improving 
the relevant in-house policies, procedures and management 
practices and removing lapses in the administrative, legal and 
regulatory practices necessary for creating and maintaining 
IP assets.

•	 Reducing costs of third party IP claims – advance warning 
of infringement allows the company to cease infringing 
activities, obtain a licence and/or understand its liabilities and 
establish possible defences.

•	 Benefiting from infringements of your IP rights by third 
parties - litigation and negotiation options for discovered 
potential infringement by third parties.

(ii)  Determining which IP Assets are in Line with your Business 
Plan and Should be Further Developed
In the course of the IP Audit, the company should also understand 
the types of products on which the company intends to focus its 
resources, as well as the markets it intends to serve. Following 
the audit, it will be possible to outline an IP portfolio that matches 
the company’s business objectives. This will highlight any key 
unregistered and/or unprotected IP that should be dealt with as a 
priority. It will also help to identify and reduce the costs of unused 
IP assets, either by taking the decision not to register/renew these 
rights or to license them to third-parties.
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A small branch of a Hungarian electronics and software producer 
was established in Singapore as a springboard to expand its 
commercial activity in the South-East Asian region. The enterprise 
is an internationally recognised brand for electronic security 
systems and computer accessories. Considering the nature of 
the company, and its development of innovative technologies, 
products and systems integrations, a wide variety of IP is likely to 
be generated. Due to the company’s lack of knowledge about IP 
and IP management, the enterprise’s decision makers overlooked 
the importance of IP when developing their business and failed to 
secure the intangible assets they already possessed. 

During the awareness-raising session on IP management in South-
East Asia, conducted by the South-East Asia IPR SME Helpdesk 
in Singapore, the CEO of the Hungarian company took a lively 
interest in financial opportunities that a thorough IP strategy could 
bring to an enterprise. She asked for a one-on-one consultation 
with the moderating Helpdesk expert. The latter suggested her 
to perform a comprehensive IP audit in her company in order to 
identify potential IP assets and to create a solid IP policy which 
would be incorporated in the strategic business plan of entering 
new ASEAN markets.

The Hungarian company entrusted a local consultancy specialised 
in IP valuation with the mission of a thorough IP audit. The audit 
result showed that, although most of the employees were aware 
of the value of their research and creations, there was no IP policy, 
nor were there procedures in place concerning IP protection and 
enforcement. Furthermore, according to the valuators, most of the 
company’s valuable IP had been left unprotected. Auditors also 
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reviewed numerous agreements concluded with sub-contractors, 
licensees, employees and contracting parties. The final IP audit 
report included recommendations concerning protection, further 
exploitation and enforcement opportunities of the company’s IP. 
A list of potential IP assets was created – a division was made 
between protectable (but yet not protected) IP assets (potential 
patents, trade marks, domain names) and other valuable IP assets 
that should be kept confidential as trade secrets. Furthermore, 
auditors were able to differentiate between potentially valuable 
IP, vital to the company’s development and IP with little interest 
to the company which, , could be sold or licensed to third parties 
in exchange for royalties. The report also suggested some 
modifications to company contracts to incorporate clauses 
concerning IP ownership and confidentiality.

The company implemented all proposed recommendations. It 
applied for the patent protection of its best-performing  innovative 
technologies and for trade mark protection of its recognisable 
brands and trade names – in all South-East Asian countries of 
potential business interest – thereby preventing local companies 
from appropriating its IP in bad-faith. Following the auditors’ 
suggestions, the company also registered copyrights for its 
software and technical manuals in order to obtain a proof of 
ownership in case of possible legal disputes. All contracts with 
sub-contractors, licensees and employees were revised and 
modified and clear ownership regimes and strong confidentiality 
clauses were incorporated. This allowed the company to maintain 
the ownership over its assets and prevented leakages of its trade 
secrets. IP assets of moderate interest were partly sold and partly 
licensed to other interested companies.

10. Take-away message

• An overview of your IP will enable you to determine what
you actually own. IP is part of a business and requires
management just like tangible assets do.

• Identify assets that are key to your business and value them
– e.g. estimate how much a competitor would pay for them,
or how much money would you have to spend in order to
develop them from the scratch.

• Make sure you protect valuable assets in an appropriate way.
Some IP may be better managed as a trade secret rather
than applying for a patent. Always remember that IP rights
are territorial.

• IP is a potential money-maker – plan how to make profits
from your identified IP (i.e. via licensing, sale, franchising, or
joint-venture).

• Monitor markets of interest – understand what competitors
do – prepare to enforce your IP.

• An IP audit can help you avoid the loss of your IP assets and
make profits from those assets – especially while entering to
new markets.

• An IP audit should be performed on a regular basis. Just like
other aspects of a business strategy, your IP can evolve over
time.

11. Related links and additional information

Visit the Country Factsheets of South-East Asia countries – 
http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/country-factsheets 

Visit other publications at South-East Asia IPR SME Helpdesk 
website – www.ipr-hub.eu 

Visit the Helpdesk blog - http://www.yourIPinsider.eu for related 
articles on IP in South-East Asia and China

http://www.southeastasia-iprhelpdesk.eu/en/country-factsheets
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